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● T2K uses a beam-line similar to FNAL to create “beam neutrinos”; 
has a suite of near-detectors to sample beam before oscillations, 
and uses Super-K as a far-detector
– This is the “T2K experiment”

● Super-K is a separate collaboration (no beam, no near detector), 
and its neutrino programme focusses on 
– a) Atmospheric neutrinos
– b) Solar neutrinos
– c) (technically) extragalactic sources, e.g. supernovae, gamma 

ray bursts

Introduction
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● Solar neutrinos are generally low energy and very long 
baseline; sensitive to “solar” oscillation parameters like θ12 
and Δm2

12. Little shared parameter space with T2K
● Atmospheric neutrinos have at least ~20km baseline, but 

very larg range, depending on zenith angle, θ
– L=20km to 6400km

Introduction

Super-K
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● Atmospheric neutrinos also have a wide range of neutrino energy, 
from 0.1 GeV – 1 TeV

● Renders a large L/E range, much of it compatible with T2K L/E ~ 
500 km/GeV

● Neutrino oscillations governed by similar parameters
● Simultaneous fit with correlated systematics is worth pursuing

Introduction
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● Largely affects 0.1-1 GeV neutrinos
δCP sensitivity in NH

δCP=-1.601 δCP=0

δCP=-1.601 δCP=0

δCP(-1.601)-δCP(0) 

δCP(-1.601)-δCP(0) 
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● Clear signature at 5-10 GeV
Mass hierarchy sensitivity

NH IH

NH IH

NH-IH

NH-IH
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● NH/IH sensitivity enhanced with sign selection
– Which isn’t great in SK; purely by interaction kinematics

NH-IHNH-IH

NH-IHNH-IH

Effect would almost 
cancel if there is no 
sign selection

(similar case for δCP)

Mass hierarchy sensitivity
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● Apart from the usual systematics, like atmospheric 
neutrino flux, detector and reconstruction 
systematics, interaction systematics, we have a new 
class of systematics

● Neutrino production point systematics
– Where was the neutrino actually produced, i.e. what was 

it’s baseline

Uncertainties in atmospheric osc.

Exact position of 
production not 
known

~20km

Up-going 
atmospheric 
neutrino, 
detected in SK

θ
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● Apart from the usual systematics, like atmospheric 
neutrino flux, detector and reconstruction 
systematics, interaction systematics, we have a new 
class of systematics

● Earth model systematics
– How does the composition of earth change as a function of 

radius, and what is the relative electron density?

● I’ll talk about this for the rest of the talk

Uncertainties in atmospheric osc.

Up-going 
atmospheric 
neutrino, 
detected in SK

θ
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● A few reference models are available*, mostly by and 
for seismology
– Often focuses on the crust region and velocity of waves in medium, 

whereas the density really changes in the central region, important 
for neutrino oscillations

Building an earth model

*http://ds.iris.edu/ds/products/emc-referencemodels/
** https://seismo.berkeley.edu/wiki_cider/REFERENCE_MODELS
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ϱ
2
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at least 4 layers needed for 
decent modelling of density

Density varies from 
~2g/cm3 to 13g/cm3

http://ds.iris.edu/ds/products/emc-referencemodels/
https://seismo.berkeley.edu/wiki_cider/REFERENCE_MODELS
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● The de-facto standard is 4 layer PREM (Preliminary Reference Earth Model)

– 4 simple layers of constant density, used by SK
● AK135 has a slightly different crust and upper mantle density, but similar 

core structure: little difference to neutrino oscillations
● If density in layer varies, we expect skimming a layer to experience a different 

average density to a deeper trajectroy
● PREM provides polynomial densities for each layer
● Lukas Berns (Tokyo Tech.) fit the densities

using quadratic function

Building an earth model

This trajectory 
just skims the 
green layer

This trajectory is 
deep in green 
layer

L. Berns
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● Calculate the average density (<ϱ>) for each track (cosθ) in each layer (t)

● Where we use the quadratic expression for ϱ(R):

● After a fair amount of algebra relating R to t,

● Which we can solve by hand (or using Mathematica...)

Building an earth model
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● Now have all ingredients we need for a variable density earth model, and 
propagating neutrinos through it

● Implemented in CUDAProb3*, tested on CPU, multi-threaded CPU, and GPU

Building an earth model

*https://github.com/dbarrow257/CUDAProb3
Forked off https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0010465518302790 with author’s permission

Mostly addressed by 
polynomial density

Clear discontinuities in 
constant case

Clear cosθ dependence

Little effect for events 
that barely interact in 
earth

https://github.com/dbarrow257/CUDAProb3
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0010465518302790
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● Comparing PREM layer and AK135 4 layer, we’re down to 2-3% differences 
in oscillograms

● Unfortunately can’t show impact on oscillation sensitivities (not official), but 
you might expect that this change in density impacts δCP sensitivity and other 
parameters

Building an earth model
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● Comparing PREM with 4 and 5 layers, relatively large effect

● Unfortunately can’t show impact on oscillation sensitivities (not official), but 
you might expect that this change in density impacts δCP sensitivity and other 
parameters

● No selections or detector capabilities included in oscillograms; 50 MeV shifts 
in neutrino energy will likely be smeared out

Building an earth model
POSSIBLY 
A BUG
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● Comparing PREM with 4 and 5 layers, relatively large effect

● Effects that appear in moving from PREM4 constant to average calculation 
appear further enhanced when moving to PREM5 average calculation

Building an earth model

Effect of moving to 4 
layer polynomial density

Effect of moving to 5 
layer polynomial density

POSSIBLY 
A BUG
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● Been looking at improvements to earth model in 
context of the T2K-SK atmospheric joint fit

● Tested moving away from constant density to 
average density using polynomial function
– Impacts the mass hierarchy and δCP sensitive region

● Two different density models (AK135, PREM) 
showed little effect

● 4 layer vs 5 layer showed a further enhancement of 
the effects seen when switching to average density

● Stay tuned for actual results, hopefully Neutrino 
2022! (top secret, don’t tell anyone!)

Summary
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Thanks!
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Backups
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